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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Crooked River Watershed Council (CRWC) is seeking qualified geospatial firm or group 
(“contractors”) to collect topographic LiDAR data along the Upper Crooked River Basin HUC 12-
170703040608, from the Inlet at the Prineville Reservoir upstream to the terminal end of the mainstem 
Crooked River, North Fork, South Fork and several major tributaries. The data provided will be used as 
part of the Upper Crooked River Floodplain Restoration TA Grant from the Oregon Watershed 
Enhancement Board to create accurate terrain elevation maps, conceptual level designs, and fully 
engineered design plans. The plans will ultimately be used to implement in-stream restoration efforts 
along the Upper Crooked River and its floodplains. 
 
The CRWC intends to use this RFQ to ultimately hire a Contractor that will be responsible for aerial 
LiDAR data collection to an accuracy as defined in Scope of Work section of this document.  We 
anticipate field work commencing in March of 2023 with data processing and delivery no more than four 
months from the time of data collection.  
 
This RFQ serves as the first of two phases for the selection process. Contractors that are interested in 
the project must complete this first phase request for qualifications.  Firms that meet the minimum 
qualifications outlined below will be asked to submit a quote for all tasks in the scope of work (Section 
IV, Below) during the second phase of the selection process.  The contractor with the lowest bid price in 
the second phase of the selection process will be awarded the contract.  The CRWC has a fixed budget 
as this data acquisition task is grant funded. If all bids come in over the maximum dollar amount 
available; the lowest bidder will still be selected, but either the project size or total cost must not exceed 
the total available for contract. Adjustments to the scope of work may be necessary to keep this project 
element within the budgeted amount. 

 
I. PROJECT LOCATION 
 
The project is located in Crook and Grant Counties along the mainstem Upper Crooked River above 
Prineville Reservoir. The area of interest (AOI) will encompass the entire floodplain on both sides of the 
river, toe slope to toe slope. It includes the mainstem, North Fork, South Fork, and several smaller 
tributaries of the Crooked River. A shapefile of the requested AOI will be provided before the second 
phase of bidding (still being developed); it is anticipated to be larger than 10,000 acres.  

 
II. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW 
 
The degraded state of the UCR has numerous adverse impacts on native migratory fish species that are 
present above Bowman Dam, such as redband trout (a listed Species of Concern), northern pikeminnow, 
and largescale and bridgelip sucker (ODFW 2020). The Deschutes Subbasin Plan summarizes the 
challenges facing fish in the UCR from Prineville Reservoir to the South Fork confluence (including our 
project area): “Low instream flows and corresponding high summer water temperatures are the primary 
limiting factors affecting fish production in the mainstem Crooked River” (NPCC 2004, p. 59). Specifically, 
the UCR stream gauge near Post, OR (station #14079800) has recorded flows <1 cfs in 16 of the last 21 
years, including three months of zero flow from July to September,2021. Minimum daily water 
temperatures have exceeded 70 degrees Fahrenheit in the summers of 2019, 2020, and 2021 (maxima > 
80 degrees). The Crooked River is 303(d) listed within the project area for temperature, pH, biological 
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criteria, and dissolved oxygen (ODA 2018, Appendix B). In DEQ monitoring of water quality at Conant 
Basin Road (within the project area), 40% of observations exceeded dissolved oxygen limits, 18% 
exceeded pH limits, and there is a significant increasing trend in E. coli concentrations (DEQ 2018). 
Seasonal intermittency creates a physical fish passage barrier between Prineville Reservoir and high-
quality habitats in Crooked River tributaries, while poor water quality can harm and impact redband 
trout and other priority fish species that have traveled upstream during higher flows. The Upper 
Crooked River Assessment Unit of the Deschutes Subbasin Plan states: “redband trout populations are 
depressed throughout most of the assessment unit due to the effects of poor watershed health and that 
redband trout “reside primarily in tributaries on public lands” and “are isolated by seasonally 
dewatering of stream and river reaches, or sections of streams with lethal summer water temperatures” 
(NPCC 2004, p. 52-53). 
 
In addition to current impacts, the degraded UCR also threatens the success of potential future fish 
passage over Bowman Dam. ODFW describes Bowman Dam as the highest priority artificial obstruction 
in the Deschutes Basin; a basin that has seen "extremely notable achievements" that include $180 
million spent on fish passage in the last 15 years (ODFW 2020). If volitional or non-volitional fish passage 
were to reintroduce steelhead, Chinook, and mountain whitefish into the 498 miles of potential habitat 
in the UCR (ODFW 2020), they would need improved habitat and water quality in the study reach for 
sustained success. Indeed, the Deschutes Subbasin Plan suggested consideration of native anadromous 
fish re-introduction to the Upper Crooked River above Bowman Dam “if passage is achieved at Pelton 
Round Butte Project, Opal Springs Dam and other artificial barriers downstream from this assessment 
unit” (NPCC 2004, p. 54). These fish passage conditions downstream from the assessment unit have now 
been met. The study area of this project is the gateway reach from Prineville Reservoir to high quality 
upstream habitats. As the Oregon Mid-Columbia Steelhead Recovery Plan notes for the UCR, "summer 
flow is routinely below 5 cfs with stream temperatures in the mid-80s. Suitable steelhead production 
areas are fragmented [and] are largely disconnected from viable migration and rearing areas" (ODFW 
2010, p. 8-39). In contrast to current conditions, a recent pre-feasibility study of floodplain reconnection 
in the UCR showed that ample floodplain aquifer capacity exists that is currently disconnected from the 
river. A theoretical floodplain reconnection could attenuate peak flows in spring, increase summer 
baseflows by 20-30 cfs over several months, and result in cooler water temperatures along the 
mainstem Crooked River (Herzog et al. 2021), and an increase in habitat quality within the reach 
providing perennial fish passage between Prineville Reservoir and high-quality upstream habitats. Flying 
LiDAR is one of the first goals to achieve in creating in-stream restoration design plans and 
understanding the best way to reconnect the floodplain to the Crooked River in a sustainable, 
meaningful way.  
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III.  Basic Qualifications  
 
To be considered Basically Qualified to submit a Proposal in Phase 2 of this process, interested parties 
must provide the following information and meet the minimum required qualifying criteria as described.    
 

• Firm/organization must have collected aerial LiDAR data, prepared, processed, and delivered it 
to clients under contract for a minimum of five years total experience. Does not have to be 
consecutive, so long as the most recent year of operation was 2022.  

• Must have collected aerial LiDAR data on one complete project, with an AOI larger than two 
thousand acres.  

 
1. Qualifications/Expertise of Pilots/Sensor Operators/Technical Staff. 
2. Proposed Aircraft, Camera/sensor, Navigation, and GPS Systems. 
3. Aircraft and Crew Location. 
4. Qualifications of Proposed Project Manager(s). 
 

The contractor shall be responsible for post-processing of LiDAR data of sufficient density and quality to 
meet the requirements specified in the referenced “USGS Lidar Base Specification 2021, rev. A”. All 
processing should be carried out with the understanding that all point deliverables are required to be in 
fully compliant LAS format, v1.4 (PRF 6-10). Data producers are encouraged to review the LAS 
specification in detail. Specifications of the LAS datasets will be verified.  

 
Figure 1) Qualifying Topographic Lidar Specifications Summary.  

Topographic LiDAR Specifications 
Sensor Modern High Accuracy Sensor such as 

“Riegl 1560ii (or equivalent))” You may 
Justify equivalency  

Multi-swath Pulse Density  ≥ 8 pulses/m2  

Scale Angle ≤ 60° (± 30° from Nadir)  

Swath Overlap  50% side-lap  
(100% overlap)  

Target Pulse Rate  135 kHz 

Laser Wavelength  1000~1560 nm 

Laser Pulse Diameter  15 - 40 cm  

Intensity Range  8-bit 

Vertical Accuracy (RMSE) ≤ 9 cm  

Horizontal Accuracy (RMSE) ≤ 30 cm  
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IV. SCOPE OF WORK (For Phase 2 RFP)  
 
Overview 
 
Finwick LLC, will project manage the RFQ, RFP, Awarded Contract and Active Project, on behalf of the 
Crooked River Watershed Council. For the LiDAR data collection on the respective AOI in Crook and 
Grant Counties, Oregon.  The selected Contractor will be responsible for collecting, data processing, and 
delivering LiDAR data to the CRWC, with such precision that can be used by a third-party engineering 
firm to generate accurate restoration design plans.  
 

 
Task 1 – Data Collection through selected method of aerial LiDAR capture.   
 

• The selected Contractor will be required to hold a Pre-Data Acquisition Meeting with the CRWC 
Project Management Staff. The meeting can be in person, or video meeting platform (Zoom, 
Teams etc.), and may include project partners,  or landowners within the AOI, or both.  

 

• Work will be accomplished using airborne LiDAR sensors that have been calibrated using USGS 
approved “in-situ” methodology. LiDAR sensors used must have internal geometry and ranging 
accuracy that supports precise 3D data extraction suitable for engineered design restoration 
purposes and high resolution ortho-photo production. LiDAR data collection will be performed 
using computer guided, GPS based flight navigation systems. Precise Airborne GPS/IMU data will 
be collected for each mission. Data will not be acquired if the P-DOP of GPS signal is greater than 
4.5, preferably less than 3.0. AGPS/IMU data will be post-processed and full classification 
performed by the vendor. Fully classified data will be delivered in LAS format.  

 

• Contractor will provide and utilize their own equipment for all aspects of LiDAR collection and 
deliverables delivery; the CRWC (project sponsor) will not provide any physical equipment or 
data transferring equipment/materials such as large file storage devises, or shared drives.  

 
Task 2 – Deliverables 
 
The selected Contractor will be responsible for the following Project deliverables: 
 
Point Cloud  
• Classified Returns, LAS format  
Should include the following fields: X, Y, Z, Return Intensity, Return Number, Point Classification 
(ground, default), Scan Angle, Adjusted GPS Time  
 
Surface Models  
• Bare Earth (DEM), 1 m (3 ft) resolution, Esri Grid format  
• Highest hit (DEM), 1 m (3 ft) resolution, Esri Grid format  
• Intensity Images, 0.5 m (1.5 ft) resolution, Geo Tiff format 
Can we add a relative elevation model here too? 
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Vectors  
• Survey Boundary, shapefile format  
• Tile Delineation, shapefile format  
• Ground Check Points, shapefile format  
 
Reporting  
• Results, Methodology, Accuracy Assessments, in .pdf format  
• FGDC-compliant Metadata  
 
Coordinate System  
State Plane is preferred, however most Standard UTM datums are acceptable.  
 
V. CRWC PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The CRWC will be responsible for: 
 

1. Communication between selected contractor and any project partners (OWEB, DEQ, etc.) and 
communication between the selected contractor and any landowners within the AOI, and  

2. Facilitate in-person or online platform meetings with the selected contractor, project partners 

and landowners.  
 

VI. CONTRACTOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The selected contractor will work closely with the CRWC or its agents to perform the services and 
produce the associated deliverables outlined above in the Scope of Work (Section V).  In addition, it is 
expected that the selected contractor will: 
 

1. Provide the CRWC with email updates at minimum every month summarizing the progress to 
date, any needs or concerns and other critical project information that requires a response by 
the CRWC, and 

2. Develop and monitor a detailed project schedule that includes key tasks, timelines and 
deliverables, including but not limited to, data collection and schedule review, proposed dates 
for field surveys and timeline for completion of fieldwork, review periods for the CRWC and 
project partners, and revised drafts of the project designs for review by CRWC, landowners, and 
partners.   

 
VII. PROJECT SCHEDULE 
 
The timeline for this project is tentative and subject to change based on the outcomes of the 
RFQ process. 
 

Project Task Tentative Timeline 

Bid Process and Contract Execution  January-February 2023 

Data Collection  March-May 2023 

Deliverables  March-August 2023 
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VIII. RFQ SUBMISSION FORMAT 
 
The contractor should describe in detail how they will meet the minimum qualifications to be selected, 
to move into phase II of the selection process.  The submission should be presented in a format that 
corresponds to, and references, the components outlined in the following section.  Responses to each 
section and subsection should be labeled to indicate which item is being addressed.  Submissions should 
be straightforward and concise and provide layperson explanations of any technical terms that are used.  
Emphasis should be given to conforming to the RFQ instructions, responding to the RFQ requirements, 
and providing a complete and clear description of the qualifications of the people and entities involved 
with the project.  If a complete response cannot be provided without referencing supporting 
documentation, the Submitter must provide such documentation with the proposal indicating where the 
supplemental information can be found.  The Submitter should format their proposal to address 
evaluation factors A through E, listed below as they will be the basis for evaluating advancement to 
phase II of the selection process.  Throughout the submission, the contractor should include information 
about the companies or firms and individuals that will be involved in the project.  Missing or incomplete 
information may lead to disqualification of the Applicant.  The Council will only evaluate information 
presented before the expiration date of the RFQ submission date. 
 

A. Cover Sheet 
Please include a complete copy of the cover sheet provided (Attachment B).  If there are multiple 
companies/firms/individuals that have come together to form a team, please complete one cover 
sheet for each company/firm/individual so the CRWC will have all the relevant information available 
for each entity involved in the team. 
 
B. Cover Letter 
Please prepare a cover letter expressing your interest in the project and commitment to the 
obligations expressed in the RFQ.  This letter should include the original signature of an authorized 
representative of the firm/group and indicate that the firm/group accepts all the terms and 
conditions contained in the RFQ.  The cover letter should also include the name(s), title(s), and 
contact information of contact person(s) for the firm/group. 
 
C. Profile of Firm/Group (1 page/group) 
Please include a profile of the firm/group, including profiles of all individual companies included in 
the team that will be involved in the project.  Summaries of capabilities and expertise should be 
included. 
 

       D. Summary of Team Expertise (2 page/person) 
Please include brief resume(s) of the key individuals that will be working on the project. Include 
person’s name, role in this project (Account Managers, Pilots, Technicians, Data Processors etc.), 
education, registration or professional affiliation, years employed in current position, years of 
experience in a similar capacity, and summaries of sample projects that illustrate relevant 
experience.  At a minimum, each member of the project must have completed at least three 
similar projects, either with a public, private, or non-profit entity.  Similar projects in this context 
would be floodplain mapping projects, stage zero projects, or topographic surveying for water 
projects. Culvert replacements and bank stabilization projects are not considered like this project. 
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Include written project summaries, photos and other information necessary to illustrate the 
similarities and differences between past projects and the proposed project. 
 
E. References 
Each project team must provide three professional references and contact information that describe 
work of a similar nature that was completed by one or more members of the project team. 
 

IX. PROPOSAL EVALUATIONS 
 
Qualifications will be reviewed by a multi-member panel and based on the experience and references of 
the contractor the panel will identify contractors who meet the minimum qualifications (Section III.) that 
can move on to Phase II of the selection process.  In Phase II, contractors that meet the minimum 
qualifications will be invited to bid on the project.  The lowest bid will be the winning bid for the project, 
unless the Council determines that the lowest bid does not accurately align with tasks listed or exceeds 
the Project budget for design work. 
 
X. SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 
 
To submit a proposal, please email one PDF file as an application package to Mark Peterson at 
Finwickllc@Gmail.com.  All materials for Phase I must be received by Friday, February 10th at 5:00 PM 
Pacific Time.  Late, or Faxed copies will not be accepted.  Submissions not in compliance with the 
requirements described above or otherwise incomplete may be excluded from further consideration.  
All submitted proposals should be signed by the person or persons legally authorized to bind the 
contractor to the contract for execution of the work.  All materials submitted become the property of 
the Crooked River Watershed Council for the purposes of evaluating proposals and record keeping. 
 
Disclaimer 
 
This RFQ does not commit CRWC to award a contract or to pay any costs incurred during the 
preparation of the proposal. CRWC reserves the right to reject any or all the proposals for completing 
this work. CRWC also reserves the right to eliminate the need for the selected respondent to complete 
one or more tasks, pending the outcome of preceding related tasks or issues, and/or the availability of 
project partners to complete that task. 
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ATTACHMENT A.  PROJECT VICINITY MAP 

 
 

 



 

ATTACHMENT B.  PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 

 
Upper Crooked River Floodplain Restoration Airborne Light Detection and Ranging 

Request for Qualifications 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Company Name: _____________________________ 
Contact Name: _____________________________ 
Signature: _____________________________ 
Mailing Address: _____________________________ 
Phone: _____________________________ 
Fax: _____________________________ 
Email: _____________________________ 
Tax Identification #: _____________________________ 
Type of Company 
[ ] Sole proprietorship; 
[ ] Partnership; 
[ ] Corporate entity (not tax‐exempt); 
[ ] Corporate entity (tax‐exempt); 
[ ] Government entity (Federal, State, or local); 
[ ] Foreign government; 
[ ] International organization per 26 CFR 1.6049‐4; 
[ ] Other ________________________ 


